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attention you deserve. When there there warn, not only the stop block will be deformed, but there a possibility that the instrument itself is fractured and/or that the connection of the steering wheel to the pedals of the rudder suffers damage. If the damper connection is canceled, you lose the steering wheel of the nose and can end with the deflect
wheel completely to one side. Since it seems the time needed to blow enough oil out of the tank to be problematic usually it runs out early after takeoff, getting the habit of making a very careful scan of the engine tools as part of your After Takeoff flow cycle and checklist. I would like to estimate that more than 50 percent of King Air pilots pay
scanned attention, if necessary, to the settings of their friction knobs. When I act as a co-pilot or instructor in the right seat, I always have the index and middle fingers of my left hand resting at the base of the power levers when pushed for takeoff by the left driver... light enough that I will not interfere with a possible abortion, but fairly firmly that
there is no way that those levers are going to crawl when the pilot's hand leaves them to raise the gear or turn off the landing lights Other pilots rarely ever change a friction setting and this is fine, assuming they were set correctly initially. As we know, King Air is an easy-flight plane, forgiving in almost all aspects, but also has the ability to bite
deception. It can be almost comic to see the poor pilot trying to fly, keep the levers forward, get the gear handle, and tighten the friction knobs all at the same time! But if the operator does not notice this lever of migration power to the idle, God help him! Suddenly the plane is not going up and accelerating as it should, the strength of the rudder is
necessary to keep straight, and the autofeather (if installed) .oiranecs .oiranecs ossets otseuq ad otasuac otats ¨Ã riA gniK olloced id elatrom etnedicni nu id ¹Ãip ehc orucis onoS ).orteidni onovoum is aznetop id evel el ebmartne o odnauq otamrasid ¨Ã rehtaefotua'l ehc etadrociR( !anoiznuf Essed, just push the power levers to the magical number,
keep the altitude and continue forward. Why? Remember that the torque tool is actually a oil pressure gauge, reading the pressure in the torque chamber in the engine case, but which shows the pressure not in a pound for square thumbs (PSI) but in the feet (FT-LBS) of the twisting force on the helician tree which caused the PSI value. The
touchdown point arrives on the length leg, lowers the march in anticipation of starting and turning the base, then the tower directs you to extend the leeward due to direct traffic. For example, it may never read above 600 feet-libbes, no matter how much more couple exists! This is the main reason to reduce the couple when observing low oil
pressure. It is not uncommon for one of the four butsmen who fix the hood at the top in the position in position cannot be committed correctly when this piece of cowling is installed. However, there is a more significant reason. Cié makes the launch after the very exciting touchdown! The third Gutcha is coastal lever rowing knob. Second, extend the
ice palettes. Third, return for landing. Watch out! If you have a question you like to answer, please send it to the publisher Kim Blonigen to editor@blonigen.net the use of differential braking and/or differential energy allows the driver to turn the plane "on a penny , Is when this is done the arrest block it is that it prevents any damage to the nose up
and the steering connection. First of all, it slows down the plane. Taxis, close and take a thin wall socket and Use it to correctly tighten that temperamental butter. While you do your checks after take -off, note that the forward hood is raised by about a thumb! I suggest you do three. None We can make a King air fly without spending time watching
the Itt, Topque and Pelir calibers (NP). Oh, double dandy! There is oil that turns into streaming from the stern seam of di di cowling! Not all, but most, King Air emergency checklists direct us to reduce power significantly when the oil pressure drops out of the green arc, but not necessarily to shut the engine down until it hits the lower redline limit.
By doing so, now he can move the engine-end of the cable easily, while the cockpit-end of the same control can move fore and aft with little resistance. But if and when you find the need to level off with approach flaps and landing gear extended, there is a trap here waiting for the unwary. The King Air exhibits considerable momentum, such that we
can level off without adding sufficient power, yet the rate of airspeed decay is so slow and insidious that it can go undetected until we find ourselves far on the backside of the power curve, nearing stall speed. Some questions that I have recently received lead me to believe it is time for a repeat. I am often asked by pilots transitioning into a King Air
for the first time, ¢ÃÂÂWhat should I look for? If any work is done inside the cowling that involves the condition, power, or propeller cables, it is routine for the mechanic to turn the four cockpit friction knobs all the way counterclockwise, probably four or five complete 360-degree rotations, loosening them totally. Since any gauge or sensor is capable
of providing a false reading, it is always a good idea to attempt to get some verification before responding to the situation. Sometimes an unexplained decrease in torque indication has been the first thing that caught the pilot¢ÃÂÂs attention and led him or her to then notice a low oil pressure reading. Additionally, I have added a comment about the
Shock Link in the nose wheel steering mechanism. (How that all works is a miracle of engineering, but it is a marvelous, mostly trouble-free, system.) When oil pressure drops too low, there comes a time when the torque meter becomes incapable of working correctly. What systems or operations or They commonly cause difficulty? Here's where to
know the â € œmate magical there is very important for your plane. You can almost certainly observe the melting cows sucking a little once you have extended the vans. This is not good! As for the two power levers on King Airs, does it realize that a fairly heavy spring is trying to pull every one back to inactive at all times? The anti-glue system of the
engine, the inertial separator, creates a ventur effect in cowing when it extended, significantly reducing the pressure of the entry air. However, the remaining â € "in the lower part of the vertical stack, or on the right side in the first birds with a horizontal row of cloaks â €" attract our attention rather rarely. I believe that both the British and French
certification authorities asked for it before the King Air could be approved in their countries, so some planes that originally went abroad, but have returned and have been rectified in the United States, have announcers. As in any spring, more it extends, more strength applies ... In this case, a force that tries to return the inactive power lever. (90series, about 800 FT-LBS; 100-Series, about 900 FT-LBS; F90 and 200-series, about 1,000 FT-LBS; 300 and 350 series, about 40 percent. SI, the 300-Series And F90-Serie do, but it is rare to find that useful light in other models. If this term is not familiar to you, where you have been during training?! Anyway, the same power regulation that produces
160 kias, clean , level, it will be almost exactly there that it is necessary to contain about 120 kias, level, with the patte with the approach and the landing gear already. Make sure you can see and/or feel all the four "ears" spaced at 90 degrees of the clip that prevents the spring from being released by its tubular custody. But what of the pilot who is in
the habit of not regulating the friction and then he or she flies another King Air, one who has just come out of from With loose friction or a driver who regularly loosened them for ground operations? So now it's time to force us to carefully scan those remaining three: oil temperature and pressure, fuel flow and compressor speed (N1 or NG). All these
assume that the speed of the propeller is at the normal cruise setting for the model.) This magic number is also important on a very clear day. Close to the ground, maybe still in IMC ... this is not good! It caused fatal accidents. This is especially important if I know that the hood was removed and reinstalled before this flight. It is comforting to know
that your use of the correct power setting will never allow the speed to get away too much from what you want. If the answer is "Yees", you should speed up and return for landing, also protect the engine if/when oil pressure affects the red line. Nice and dry, no oil that filters? Now is the time to carefully check the hood. It seems logical that if the
engine is not receiving the lubrication it should, we should not do it hard ... and perhaps this plays a role in the directive to reduce power. It takes a short time before most PT6 engines blows enough oil from a loose or missing level astina so that oil pressure drops from the normal operating range, becoming quite low, quite quickly, that the engine
damage is almost insured - unless the problem is recognized and an immediate return for landing or a flight stop is executed. Faster flights, more air loads are created and the possibility that the cowling actually leaving the plane, so keep the speed indicated no more than, say, 140 kias. Of course, perhaps this causes more fractionary wear in the
mechanism, but in id id ocnele nu eraf issevod eS .etnetsise aippoc al erazzilausiv e erarusim id Ãticapac aus allen otatimil Ãras ,eralocitrap nI .enoizapuccoerp aloccip anu ¨Ã ehc esoc id elareneg that could hurt me and/or the plane, what would they be? To deal with these types of questions, this article try to present some important things that can
obtain if you are not careful ... some king air â € œGotchasâ €. They must be avoided with studies! First, safety of the oil painting. When setting the speed of the propeller for the climb or cruise, for me it is a three -phase trial: rotate the friction knob mate over or so anti -clockwise, move the levers of the propeller, Then beat the knob back. Get too
slow to the MDA is Gatcha number five. This article originally appeared in the September 2013 issue of this magazine. On the other hand, if the pressure gauge reads correctly, it can only be had a defective announcer. The Vernier checks in Bonanzas, the One-Africation-Knob-All-Levers and Dukes checks ... because of this past experience, a lot of
transition drivers in a King Air without really having been taught a lot on locks of friction. Locks.
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